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Culture and Liberty in the Age of the American Revolution Oct 11 2020 In his new book,
Michal Jan Rozbicki undertakes to bridge the gap between the political and the cultural histories of
the American Revolution. Through a careful examination of liberty as both the ideological axis and
the central metaphor of the age, he is able to offer a fresh model for interpreting the Revolution. By
establishing systemic linkages between the histories of the free and the unfree, and between the
factual and the symbolic, this framework points to a fundamental reassessment of the ways we think
about the American Founding. Rozbicki moves beyond the two dominant interpretations of
Revolutionary liberty—one assuming the Founders invested it with a modern meaning that has in
essence continued to the present day, the other highlighting its apparent betrayal by their
commitment to inequality. Through a consistent focus on the interplay between culture and power,
Rozbicki demonstrates that liberty existed as an intricate fusion of political practices and symbolic
forms. His deeply historicized reconstruction of its contemporary meanings makes it clear that
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liberty was still understood as a set of privileges distributed according to social rank rather than a
universal right. In fact, it was because the Founders considered this assumption self-evident that
they felt confident in publicizing a highly liberal, symbolic narrative of equal liberty to represent the
Revolutionary endeavor. The uncontainable success of this narrative went far beyond the
circumstances that gave birth to it because it put new cultural capital—a conceptual arsenal of
rights and freedoms—at the disposal of ordinary people as well as political factions competing for
their support, providing priceless legitimacy to all those who would insist that its nominal
inclusiveness include them in fact.
Reflecting on America Dec 13 2020 Anthropologists travel back in time and across the globe to
understand human culture?but, surprise, there is culture right here in the United States. This
second edition of the best-selling textbook and anthology, Reflecting on America, again focuses on
how we can recognize the common cultural thread running through diverse American
phenomena?from heroin addiction and Big Business?s efforts to shape the identities of children, to
Civil War reenactments and the popularity of burlesque in the Midwest. In addition, this second
edition includes chapters written especially for this volume on striptease, Burning Man, The Big
Bang Theory TV show, and Groundhog Phil. Written throughout with verve and quirky humor, and
offering ?Questions for discussion? after every article, this book is perfect for undergraduate classes
in anthropology and American studies. Drawing together twenty-two scholars with expertise in
anthropological ideas about culture, Reflecting on America examines what it means to be American.
America's Culture of Terrorism Feb 12 2021 Although the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001
shocked the world, America has confronted terrorism at home for well over a century. With the
invention of dynamite in 1866, Americans began to worry about anonymous acts of mass violence in
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a way that differed from previous generations' fears of urban riots, slave uprisings, and mob
violence. Focusing on the volatile period between the 1886 Haymarket bombing and the 1920
bombing outside J. P. Morgan's Wall Street office, Jeffory Clymer argues that economic and cultural
displacements caused by the expansion of industrial capitalism directly influenced evolving ideas
about terrorism. In America's Culture of Terrorism, Clymer uncovers the roots of American terrorism
and its impact on American identity by exploring the literary works of Henry James, Ida B. Wells,
Jack London, Thomas Dixon, and Covington Hall, as well as trial transcripts, media reports, and the
cultural rhetoric surrounding terrorist acts of the day. He demonstrates that the rise of mass media
and the pressures of the industrial wage-labor economy both fueled the development of terrorism
and shaped society's response to it. His analysis not only sheds new light on American literature and
culture a century ago but also offers insights into the contemporary understanding of terrorism.
Material Culture in America Aug 01 2022 Presents more than two hundred alphabetic entries that
cover the history of American material culture, including such topics as adolescence, mourning,
graphic design, Art Deco, and gay consumerism.
Popular Culture in America Feb 24 2022 Essays discuss television criticism, science fiction, horror,
women's humor, sports novels, country music, comic strips, and television programs
A Study of Personal and Cultural Values Nov 11 2020 This study analyzes American,
Vietnamese, and Japanese personal values, attempting to understand how it can be ethnographers
find large differences in values between cultures, yet empirical surveys find relatively small
differences in personal values between cultures. D’Andrade argues that people live in two distinct
value worlds; the world of personal values and the world of institutionalized values. Assessing these
value worlds, D’Andrade is able to explain the contrast between ethnography and survey data, while
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making vital commentary on American, Vietnamese, and Japanese culture. With insight and
precision, this book contributes to the important debate that the Culture, Mind, and Society series
has initiated.
Recasting America Jun 26 2019 "The freshness of the authors' approaches . . . is salutary. . . . The
collection is stimulating and valuable."—Joan Shelley Rubin, Journal of American History
Material Culture Studies in America Jun 30 2022 The country's leading authority on use of
artifactual evidence in historical research collects twenty-five classic essays and gives his overview
of the field of material culture.
Dependent States Jul 28 2019 By putting children at the center of our thinking about American
history, Karen Sanchez-Eppler recognizes the important part childhood played in nineteenth-century
American culture and what this involvement entailed for children themselves.
Rise Dec 01 2019 "Hip, entertaining...imaginative."—Kirkus, starred review *"Essential." —Min Jin
Lee * "A Herculean effort."—Lisa Ling * "A must-read."—Ijeoma Oluo * "Get two copies."—Shea
Serrano * "A book we've needed for ages." —Celeste Ng * "Accessible, informative, and fun." —Cathy
Park Hong * "This book has serious substance...Also, I'm in it."—Ronny Chieng RISE is a love letter
to and for Asian Americans--a vivid scrapbook of voices, emotions, and memories from an era in
which our culture was forged and transformed, and a way to preserve both the headlines and the
intimate conversations that have shaped our community into who we are today. When the HartCeller Act passed in 1965, opening up US immigration to non-Europeans, it ushered in a whole new
era. But even to the first generation of Asian Americans born in the US after that milestone, it would
have been impossible to imagine that sushi and boba would one day be beloved by all, that a Korean
boy band named BTS would be the biggest musical act in the world, that one of the most acclaimed
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and popular movies of 2018 would be Crazy Rich Asians, or that we would have an Asian American
Vice President. And that’s not even mentioning the creators, performers, entrepreneurs, execs and
influencers who've been making all this happen, behind the scenes and on the screen; or the
activists and representatives continuing to fight for equity, building coalitions and defiantly holding
space for our voices and concerns. And still: Asian America is just getting started. The timing could
not be better for this intimate, eye-opening, and frequently hilarious guided tour through the popcultural touchstones and sociopolitical shifts of the 1990s, 2000s, 2010s, and beyond. Jeff Yang, Phil
Yu, and Philip Wang chronicle how we’ve arrived at today’s unprecedented diversity of Asian
American cultural representation through engaging, interactive infographics (including a step-bystep guide to a night out in K-Town, an atlas that unearths historic Asian American landmarks, a
handy “Appreciation or Appropriation?” flowchart, and visual celebrations of both our "founding
fathers and mothers" and the nostalgia-inducing personalities of each decade), plus illustrations and
graphic essays from major AAPI artists, exclusive roundtables with Asian American cultural icons,
and more, anchored by extended insider narratives of each decade by the three co-authors. Rise is
an informative, lively, and inclusive celebration of both shared experiences and singular moments,
and all the different ways in which we have chosen to come together.
Understanding Health Care in America Mar 04 2020 This book examines the current state of
American health care using a social science lens to focus on the interdependent, intercultural,
economic, and communication aspects of access and delivery. This text explores how the cultures of
health care organizations, health professions, governments, and capitalism, as well as
communication, all contribute to a disease-focused, economically driven, technology-centered health
care system. It seeks to understand 21st century health care from a macro-level view based on
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historical realizations and the current plethora of interdependent, but self-serving realities that
provide few, if any, incentives for organizational collaboration and change. The fact that the most
expensive health care system in the world does not provide the healthiest outcomes is a driving force
in this exploration. By reflecting on American values and beliefs regarding health care from
philosophical, clinical, communication, and cost perspectives, this text is designed to encourage an
organizational transformation at every level, from government to providers to patients. This
comprehensive survey is an important guide for those studying, or working in, health care
professions, as well as health care policy and administration. It should also be of interest to any
reader who seeks to better understand U.S. health care policy from social science, economic, and/or
health communication perspectives.
Culture Wars Sep 21 2021 A riveting account of how Christian fundamentalists, Orthodox Jews, and
conservative Catholics have joined forces in a battle against their progressive counterparts for
control of American secular culture.
What Foreigners Need to Know About America from a to Z Sep 02 2022 This unique book paints a
revealing picture of America and its people for those foreigners who will benefit from a better
understanding of America. It will also inform Americans who want to learn more about the U.S. and
how it compares to other countries around the world. World traveler and teacher Lance Johnson
studies cultural differences and the difficulties foreigners have understanding crazy America, as
some call it. Foreigners might come to the U.S. to work for American employers, to open branch
offices or factories for their homeland employers, to start their own businesses, or go to school.
Others might work for American organizations in their homelands or have American teachers there.
An understanding of American culture and language will contribute to their success. As the title
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suggests, this book is for “foreigners.” Dictionaries say they are people who are not citizens of a
country. For this book they are defined as anyone who is not sufficiently familiar with American
culture to achieve success. This includes the multitudes of foreign-born, naturalized citizens who
have lived in the U.S. for years and still struggle with the ways and the language. A foreigner could
also be a first-generation American whose immigrant parents did not fully expose their children to
American culture and they now pay the price in mainstream U.S. There are lots of other examples,
too. FORMAT Each of the 26 chapters' brush strokes contributes to the final painting of what
America is all about. The chapters are grouped into four books. (An all-in-one book is also available.)
•Book 1 (A to G) – America's Heritage. This defines the historical background of why America and its
people became who and what they are today. •Book 2 (H to T, this book) – America's Culture. This
section describes everyday life in America, ranging from customs and etiquette, to what's on the
minds of Americans, to education. Practical advice is provided for the one million foreign applicants
who seek and gain admission to U.S. colleges and universities each year. Pointers are provided on
the cultural differences students should expect, and how to get the most from their education once
enrolled. •Book 3 (U to X) – America's Business. This explains the complex business environment,
operations, and people-related customs and why the U.S. is an economic juggernaut. Information is
provided for starting a business of your own in the U.S. as well as how to increase the chances of
your getting hired by an American firm in the U.S. or abroad. •Book 4 (Y to Z) – America's Language.
These chapters discuss practical ways to improve English grammar, speech, writing, communication
skills, and reducing accents. Common English grammar and speech errors made by foreigners are
identified and simple tips are provided for overcoming them. ENDORSEMENTS “I congratulate you
on writing this timely work. This will promote better mutual understanding between America and
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Asia." - Tommy Koh, Singapore Ambassador to the U.N. and U.S. “Your book covers a broad range of
topics that I am sure many…will find very useful.” - Clark T. Randt, Jr., U.S. Ambassador to China. “I
greatly appreciate your efforts in sharing with other people your opinion and experience on the
exchanges between different peoples and cultures. It is so important for us to better understand
each other while striving to build a better world for all.” - Zhou Wenzhong, China Ambassador to
U.S. “ I found this book refreshingly different from the general run of books in this genre.” Mohammad Vazeeruddin, India journalist. “The A to Z chapters are nicely written and...the language
is simple and lucid.” - Jay Gajjar, India language professor. “I love this book's generous use of helpful
hints. I highly recommend it for anyone who wants to learn more about America like I did." - Sarah
Kim, Korean American business owner.
Made in America Nov 04 2022 Our nation began with the simple phrase, “We the People.” But who
were and are “We”? Who were we in 1776, in 1865, or 1968, and is there any continuity in character
between the we of those years and the nearly 300 million people living in the radically different
America of today? With Made in America, Claude S. Fischer draws on decades of historical,
psychological, and social research to answer that question by tracking the evolution of American
character and culture over three centuries. He explodes myths—such as that contemporary
Americans are more mobile and less religious than their ancestors, or that they are more focused on
money and consumption—and reveals instead how greater security and wealth have only reinforced
the independence, egalitarianism, and commitment to community that characterized our people
from the earliest years. Skillfully drawing on personal stories of representative Americans, Fischer
shows that affluence and social progress have allowed more people to participate fully in cultural
and political life, thus broadening the category of “American” —yet at the same time what it means
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to be an American has retained surprising continuity with much earlier notions of American
character. Firmly in the vein of such classics as The Lonely Crowd and Habits of the Heart—yet
challenging many of their conclusions—Made in America takes readers beyond the simplicity of
headlines and the actions of elites to show us the lives, aspirations, and emotions of ordinary
Americans, from the settling of the colonies to the settling of the suburbs.
The Soul of Latin America Jan 02 2020 This text shows that to understand Latin America's
political culture, one must look beyond the political history of the region. The author explores an
array of Iberian and Latin American social, economic, institutional, cultural and religious factors
from ancient times to the present day.
Religion and Popular Culture in America, Third Edition Jul 20 2021 The connection between popular
culture and religion is an enduring part of American life. With seventy-five percent new content, the
third edition of this multifaceted and popular collection has been revised and updated throughout to
provide greater religious diversity in its topics and address critical developments in the study of
religion and popular culture. Ideal for classroom use, this expanded volume gives increased
attention to the implications of digital culture and the increasingly interactive quality of popular
culture provides a framework to help students understand and appreciate the work in diverse fields,
methods, and perspectives contains an updated introduction, discussion questions, and other
instructional tools
A War for the Soul of America Feb 01 2020 When Patrick Buchanan took the stage at the
Republican National Convention in 1992 and proclaimed, “There is a religious war going on for the
soul of our country,” his audience knew what he was talking about: the culture wars, which had
raged throughout the previous decade and would continue until the century’s end, pitting
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conservative and religious Americans against their liberal, secular fellow citizens. It was an era
marked by polarization and posturing fueled by deep-rooted anger and insecurity. Buchanan’s fiery
speech marked a high point in the culture wars, but as Andrew Hartman shows in this richly
analytical history, their roots lay farther back, in the tumult of the 1960s—and their significance is
much greater than generally assumed. Far more than a mere sideshow or shouting match, the
culture wars, Hartman argues, were the very public face of America’s struggle over the
unprecedented social changes of the period, as the cluster of social norms that had long governed
American life began to give way to a new openness to different ideas, identities, and articulations of
what it meant to be an American. The hot-button issues like abortion, affirmative action, art,
censorship, feminism, and homosexuality that dominated politics in the period were symptoms of the
larger struggle, as conservative Americans slowly began to acknowledge—if initially through
rejection—many fundamental transformations of American life. As an ever-more partisan but also an
ever-more diverse and accepting America continues to find its way in a changing world, A War for
the Soul of America reminds us of how we got here, and what all the shouting has really been about.
TRANSLATING AMER Jan 14 2021 Translating America focuses on one of the thorniest questions in
American history: how do immigrants assimilate into American culture? And, how does American
culture change with the their arrival? yet 50 years later social scientists were hard-pressed to find a
trace of German culture. What happened? The conventional interpretation has been that, in the face
of persecution and repression during World War I, German immigrants quickly gave up their own
culture and assimilated. In Translating America Connolly-Smith offers a significantly different
analysis: that German immigrants became German-Americans not out of fear, but instead through
their participation in the emerging forms of pop culture. culture did not disappear overnight; rather
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it merged with new forms of American popular culture. Connolly-Smith posits that the lure and
appeal of dance halls, vaudeville, nickelodeons, the films of D.W. Griffith, the music of John Philip
Sousa, Cole Porter, and Irving Berlin, and even baseball games all helped German Americans to
assimilate and become German-Americans.
Immigration Policy and the Shaping of U.S. Culture Sep 09 2020 The author examines the
relationships between immigration policy, observed immigration patterns, and cultural differences
between the United States and immigrants’ source countries. The entirety of U.S. immigration
history (1607-present) is reviewed through a recounting of related legislative acts and by examining
data on immigrant inflows and cross-societal cultural distances.
Beat Culture and the New America, 1950-1965 Apr 04 2020 Published on the occasion of exhibition
of same name.
Witching Culture May 06 2020 "Magliocco impressively corrals the diverse writings and experiences
of U.S. neo-pagans into this highly readable and deeply researched ethnographic study. . . . Highly
recommended."--Choice
Modernist America Jan 26 2022 America's global cultural impact is largely seen as one-sided, with
critics claiming that it has undermined other countries' languages and traditions. But contrary to
popular belief, the cultural relationship between the United States and the world has been
reciprocal, says Richard Pells. The United States not only plays a large role in shaping international
entertainment and tastes, it is also a consumer of foreign intellectual and artistic influences.Pells
reveals how the American artists, novelists, composers, jazz musicians, and filmmakers who were
part of the Modernist movement were greatly influenced by outside ideas and techniques. People
across the globe found familiarities in American entertainment, resulting in a universal culture that
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has dominated the twentieth and twenty-first centuries and fulfilled the aim of the Modernist
movement--to make the modern world seem more intelligible."Modernist America" brilliantly
explains why George Gershwin's music, Cole Porter's lyrics, Jackson Pollock's paintings, Bob Fosse's
choreography, Marlon Brando's acting, and Orson Welles's storytelling were so influential, and why
these and other artists and entertainers simultaneously represent both an American and a modern
global culture.
Empire of Conspiracy Aug 28 2019 Why, Timothy Melley asks, have paranoia and conspiracy theory
become such prominent features of postwar American culture? In Empire of Conspiracy, Melley
explores the recent growth of anxieties about thought-control, assassination, political indoctrination,
stalking, surveillance, and corporate and government plots. At the heart of these developments, he
believes, lies a widespread sense of crisis in the way Americans think about human autonomy and
individuality. Nothing reveals this crisis more than the remarkably consistent form of expression that
Melley calls "agency panic"—an intense fear that individuals can be shaped or controlled by
powerful external forces. Drawing on a broad range of forms that manifest this fear—including
fiction, film, television, sociology, political writing, self-help literature, and cultural theory—Melley
provides a new understanding of the relation between postwar American literature, popular culture,
and cultural theory. Empire of Conspiracy offers insightful new readings of texts ranging from
Joseph Heller's Catch-22 to the Unabomber Manifesto, from Vance Packard's Hidden Persuaders to
recent addiction discourse, and from the "stalker" novels of Margaret Atwood and Diane Johnson to
the conspiracy fictions of Thomas Pynchon, William Burroughs, Don DeLillo, and Kathy Acker.
Throughout, Melley finds recurrent anxieties about the power of large organizations to control
human beings. These fears, he contends, indicate the continuing appeal of a form of individualism
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that is no longer wholly accurate or useful, but that still underpins a national fantasy of freedom
from social control.
Hmong American Concepts of Health, Healing, and Conventional Medicine Aug 09 2020 Examines
Hmong American concepts of health, illness and healing, and looks at the Hmong American
experience with conventional medicine. In this, it identifies factors that either obstruct or enable
healthcare delivery to the Hmong.
American Nations Oct 03 2022 • A New Republic Best Book of the Year • The Globalist Top Books
of the Year • Winner of the Maine Literary Award for Non-fiction • Particularly relevant in
understanding who voted for who in this presidential election year, this is an endlessly fascinating
look at American regionalism and the eleven “nations” that continue to shape North America
According to award-winning journalist and historian Colin Woodard, North America is made up of
eleven distinct nations, each with its own unique historical roots. In American Nations he takes
readers on a journey through the history of our fractured continent, offering a revolutionary and
revelatory take on American identity, and how the conflicts between them have shaped our past and
continue to mold our future. From the Deep South to the Far West, to Yankeedom to El Norte,
Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty
and the Common Good) reveals how each region continues to uphold its distinguishing ideals and
identities today, with results that can be seen in the composition of the U.S. Congress or on the
county-by-county election maps of any hotly contested election in our history.
The Creolization of American Culture Sep 29 2019 The Creolization of American Culture examines
the artworks, letters, sketchbooks, music collection, and biography of the painter William Sidney
Mount (1807–1868) as a lens through which to see the multiethnic antebellum world that gave birth
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to blackface minstrelsy. As a young man living in the multiethnic working-class community of New
York's Lower East Side, Mount took part in the black-white musical interchange his paintings depict.
An avid musician and tune collector as well as an artist, he was the among the first to depict
vernacular fiddlers, banjo players, and dancers precisely and sympathetically. His close observations
and meticulous renderings provide rich evidence of performance techniques and class-inflected
paths of musical apprenticeship that connected white and black practitioners. Looking closely at the
bodies and instruments Mount depicts in his paintings as well as other ephemera, Christopher J.
Smith traces the performance practices of African American and Anglo-European music-and-dance
traditions while recovering the sounds of that world. Further, Smith uses Mount's depictions of black
and white music-making to open up fresh perspectives on cross-ethnic cultural transference in
Northern and urban contexts, showing how rivers, waterfronts, and other sites of interracial
interaction shaped musical practices by transporting musical culture from the South to the North
and back. The "Africanization" of Anglo-Celtic tunes created minstrelsy's musical "creole synthesis,"
a body of melodic and rhythmic vocabularies, repertoires, tunes, and musical techniques that
became the foundation of American popular music. Reading Mount's renderings of black and white
musicians against a background of historical sites and practices of cross-racial interaction, Smith
offers a sophisticated interrogation and reinterpretation of minstrelsy, significantly broadening
historical views of black-white musical exchange.
Poop Culture Oct 23 2021 Is “The Origin of Feces” a Darwinian concern? Perhaps not, but it is the
title to the preface of this tongue-in-cheek and unexpectedly revealing exploration of human
behavior by the webmaster behind the popular PoopReport.com. This book is not a history of poop,
but a study of today. Its goal is to understand how poop affects us, how we view it, and why; to
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appreciate its impact from the moment it slides out of our anal sphincters to the moment it enters
the sewage treatment plant; to explore how we’ve arrived at this strange discomfort and confusion
about a natural product of our bodies; to see how this contradiction—the natural as
unnatural—shapes our minds, relationships, environment, culture, economics, media, and art. Paul
Provenza, the director of The Aristocrats, says in his foreword: “It’s shocking to think that a book
about poop can be considered an act of courage. But it is. Most of us have knee-jerk responses to the
topic that we are not even aware of. Attitudes that, like the awful stench of poop itself, permeate all
of society and culture. This book has some very profound and beautiful things to say. It takes a dirty,
smelly, unpleasant subject like shit and brings forth ideas that are empowering, dignifying and life
affirming.”
Crime and Culture in America Nov 23 2021 Saney cogently argues that in the absence of adequate
support within social and legal norms, a heavy burden is placed upon the criminal justice system, a
burden that it cannot carry. Criminal law and the courts fail to provide for either swiftness or
certainty of punishment; police have failed to overcome the basic American distrust of authority to
gain the comparable support enjoyed by police in other countries; and the penal system operates
under contradictory goals, isolated from public view or support. The final chapter presents a
succinct set of proposals for changing the justice system to one that would be humane and more
just. Choice This thought-provoking study of the crime problem in America provides an in-depth look
at the sociological forces that are dominant in today's society and examines the possible influence of
certain contemporary values and perceptions on criminal activity, the quality of justice in the
American courts, and the attitude of the general public. The author discusses the various factors
that can affect or encourage criminal behavior and relates these directly to the way people feel and
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respond to the incidence of crime and its punishment, and to a growing lack of confidence in the
criminal justice system. Crime in America is first presented in a factual context, followed by a
discussion of its cultural influences, and finally with a consideration of its criminal law aspects.
How America Eats Mar 16 2021 How America Eats: A Social History of U.S. Food and Culture tells
the story of America by examining American eating habits, and illustrates the many ways in which
competing cultures, conquests and cuisines have helped form America's identity, and have helped
define what it means to be American.
Magazines and the Making of America May 18 2021 From the colonial era to the onset of the Civil
War, Magazines and the Making of America looks at how magazines and the individuals,
organizations, and circumstances they connected ushered America into the modern age. How did a
magazine industry emerge in the United States, where there were once only amateur authors,
clumsy technologies for production and distribution, and sparse reader demand? What legitimated
magazines as they competed with other media, such as newspapers, books, and letters? And what
role did magazines play in the integration or division of American society? From their first
appearance in 1741, magazines brought together like-minded people, wherever they were located
and whatever interests they shared. As America became socially differentiated, magazines engaged
and empowered diverse communities of faith, purpose, and practice. Religious groups could
distinguish themselves from others and demarcate their identities. Social-reform movements could
energize activists across the country to push for change. People in specialized occupations could
meet and learn from one another to improve their practices. Magazines built translocal
communities—collections of people with common interests who were geographically dispersed and
could not easily meet face-to-face. By supporting communities that crossed various axes of social
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structure, magazines also fostered pluralistic integration. Looking at the important role that
magazines had in mediating and sustaining critical debates and diverse groups of people, Magazines
and the Making of America considers how these print publications helped construct a distinctly
American society.
Receptions of War Jun 18 2021
Fugitive Science Jul 08 2020 "Fugitive Science excavates this story, uncovering the dynamic
scientific engagements and experiments of African American writers, performers, and other cultural
producers who mobilized natural science and produced alternative knowledges in the quest for and
name of freedom. Literary and cultural critics have a particularly important role to play in
uncovering the history of fugitive science since these engagements and experiments often happened,
not in the laboratory or the university, but in print, on stage, in the garden, church, parlor, and in
other cultural spaces and productions. Routinely excluded from the official spaces of scientific
learning and training, black cultural actors transformed the spaces of the everyday into laboratories
of knowledge and experimentation"--Introduction.
Culture of Complaint Apr 16 2021 In this witty and belligerent polemic Robert Hughes inspects and
dismantles the core elements of the contemporary American ethos. To the left, he skewers political
correctness, Afro-centrism and academic obsession with theory. To the right, he fires broadsides at
free-market capitalist demagogy. Hughes is superbly scathing about politically correct shibboleths
which are idle gestures rather than real solutions to the problems of racism and sexism; he identifies
the confusion between thinking and feeling which bedevils much debate and which leads people to
equate intellectual disagreement with personal attack; he uses his own experiences as an art critic
and historian to launch a blistering attack on many of the trends in contemporary art. Hughes
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identifies a hollowness at the cultural core of America and, in this lucid and invigorating diagnosis of
a great nation at odds with itself, he has written a masterpiece of robust polemic.
Empire of Vines Dec 25 2021 The lush, sun-drenched vineyards of California evoke a romantic,
agrarian image of winemaking, though in reality the industry reflects American agribusiness at its
most successful. Nonetheless, as author Erica Hannickel shows, this fantasy is deeply rooted in the
history of grape cultivation in America. Empire of Vines traces the development of wine culture as
grape growing expanded from New York to the Midwest before gaining ascendancy in California—a
progression that illustrates viticulture's centrality to the nineteenth-century American projects of
national expansion and the formation of a national culture. Empire of Vines details the ways wouldbe gentleman farmers, ambitious speculators, horticulturalists, and writers of all kinds deployed the
animating myths of American wine culture, including the classical myth of Bacchus, the cult of
terroir, and the fantasy of pastoral republicanism. Promoted by figures as varied as horticulturalist
Andrew Jackson Downing, novelist Charles Chesnutt, railroad baron Leland Stanford, and Cincinnati
land speculator Nicholas Longworth (known as the father of American wine), these myths
naturalized claims to land for grape cultivation and legitimated national expansion. Vineyards were
simultaneously lush and controlled, bearing fruit at once culturally refined and naturally robust,
laying claim to both earthy authenticity and social pedigree. The history of wine culture thus reveals
nineteenth-century Americans' fascination with the relationship between nature and culture.
Culture War? May 30 2022 This text combines polling data with detailed narrative to debunk
commonly-believed myths about American politics--particularly the claim that Americans are deeply
divided in their fundamental political views.
American Cinema/American Culture Jun 06 2020 "This book introduces the reader to basic issues
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related to the phenomenon of American cinema. It looks at American film history from the 1890s
through the spring of 2020, but it does not always explore this history in a purely chronological way.
In fact, it is not (strictly speaking) a history. Rather, it is a cultural history, which focuses more on
topics and issues than on what happened when. It begins with a profile of classical Hollywood
cinema as a unique economic, industrial, aesthetic, and cultural institution. It considers the
experience of moviegoing; the nature of Hollywood storytelling; and the roles played by the studio
system, the star system, and film genres in the creation of a body of work that functions not only as
entertainment but as a portrait of the relationship between an American national identity and an
industrialized mass culture that has slowly evolved over the past century. This book assumes that
the reader has little or no formal training in film history, theory, or aesthetics. It presents fairly basic
concepts in such a way as to encourage discussion, not so much of individual films, but of films in
general. For this reason, the book concentrates on large groupings of films-on genres, topics, and
periods of film history. This textbook differs from the more traditional histories of the cinema for
certain specific and important reasons. Over the past fifty years, the field of film study has
undergone a tremendous transformation. This change has been spearheaded by the work of a new
generation of scholars who challenge the traditional way in which film history has been written and
taught. Introduction to Film courses that, fifty years ago, taught film as art, drew heavily upon the
approaches of New Criticism. Contemporary film courses now teach film not only as art but also as
film, and they attempt to situate film as an art form within a larger industrial, economic, social, and
cultural context. They rely heavily on cultural studies, new historicism, psychoanalysis, and other
contemporary critical disciplines. Film history texts have changed over the years as well. In the past,
histories consisted of simple, chronological accounts of who-did-what and what-happened-when, and
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of the stories of great men (sic) and their achievements, and of straightforward accounts of the
influence of technology and economics on the course of a history that unfolds in a linear fashion up
to the present. More recently, film scholars have begun to rewrite these traditional histories,
creating what Thomas Elsaesser refers to as "the New Film History." At its best, this history is
driven by a sophisticated, theoretically informed revisionism. It simply refuses to accept the easy
answers to basic historical questions that had been offered up by past historians. With the initial
publication of American Cinema/American Culture in 1994, the methods and discoveries of "the New
Film History," were applied to an introductory level text surveying the history of the American
cinema"-Masters and Statesmen Aug 21 2021 Greenberg shows how planters and statesmen grappled with
contradictory ideas and uses of power... His fresh insights on statesmanship, dueling, political
parties and representation, the proslavery movement, and the origins and dynamics of Southern
nationalism and secession give new vigor to these topics. -- Library Journal
America's British Culture Mar 28 2022 It is an incontestable fact of history that the United States,
although a multiethnic nation, derives its language, mores, political purposes, and institutions from
Great Britain. The two nations share a common history, religious heritage, pattern of law and
politics, and a body of great literature. Yet, America cannot be wholly confident that this heritage
will endure forever. Declining standards in education and the strident claims of multiculturalists
threaten to sever the vital Anglo-American link that ensures cultural order and continuity. In
"America's British Culture", now in paperback, Russell Kirk offers a brilliant summary account and
spirited defense of the culture that the people of the United States have inherited from Great
Britain. Kirk discerns four essential areas of influence. The language and literature of England
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carried with it a tradition of liberty and order as well as certain assumptions about the human
condition and ethical conduct. American common and positive law, being derived from English law,
gives fuller protection to the individual than does the legal system of any other country. The
American form of representative government is patterned on the English parliamentary system.
Finally, there is the body of mores - moral habits, beliefs, conventions, customs - that compose an
ethical heritage. Elegantly written and deeply learned, "America's British Culture" is an insightful
inquiry into history and a plea for cultural renewal and continuity. Adam De Vore in "The Michigan
Review" said of the book: "A compact but stimulating tract...a contribution to an over-due cultural
renewal and reinvigoration...Kirk evinces an increasingly uncommon reverence for historical
accuracy, academic integrity and the understanding of one's cultural heritage," and Merrie Cave in
"The Salisbury Review" said of the author: "Russell Kirk has been one of the most important
influences in the revival of American conservatism since the fifties. [Kirk] belongs to an
Latin American Popular Culture Apr 28 2022 This book details many aspects of Latin American
culture as experienced by millions of people living in Central and South America. The author argues
that despite early and considerable European influences on the region, indigenous Latin American
traditions still characterize much of the social and artistic heritage of the Latin American countries.
Several chapters provide detailed accounts of daily life, including descriptions of contemporary
dress, mealtime traditions, transportation, and traditional ways of conducting business. Other
chapters focus on the cultural significance of the popular music, art, and literature prevalent in each
Latin American country. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
The Senses of Humor Oct 30 2019 Daniel Wickberg traces the cultural history of the concept from
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its British origins as a way to explore new conceptions of the self and social order in modern
America.
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